HAL-24-16W-LED-ILS-1227

HAL-24-16W-LED-ILS-1227
LED Strip Light for Hazardous Location Lighting

INSTALLATION
This light fixture can run on voltages of 120V-240 AC.
1. Mount fixture in desired location using 1/4” screws (not included).
2. To position, loosen the mounts at the ends, adjust fixture to desired angle, and re-tighten to hold in
place.
3. Run cord and plug into matching receptacle within operating voltage. The field wiring terminations are
to be made following acceptable practices as outlined by the NEC/CEC for either the specific ordinary
or hazardous locations as dictated by the installation location.
4. Energize luminaire and toggle power switch ON to illuminate light.
RECEPTACLE/PLUG OPERATION
Electrical connection between receptacle and plug is accomplished after plug fully inserts into receptacle and
rotated clockwise.
1. Lift receptacle door and locate polarization on mating plug pin and receptacle face. Insert plug straight
all the way into receptacle until it cannot go further.
2. Rotate plug clockwise limit (37º), this closes internal contacts and completes circuit. This also
mechanically locks plug into receptacle so it cannot be pulled out.
3. To remove plug, push plug inward and turn to counterclockwise, pull plug straight out.
*See drawing for mounting dimensions.
Features
20 Watts
120-240V AC
50,000+ Hour Life Expectancy

Loosen bolt to adjust to
desired angle.

Voltage: 120V-240V AC
Beam Type: 100° Flood OR 30° Spot
Color Temp: 5000K, 4000K or 3000K

MAINTENANCE
Caution: To avoid personal injury, disconnect power before performing maintenance.
Perform visual, mechanical and electrical inspections on a regular basis. We recommend routine checks to be
made on a yearly basis. Frequency of use and environment should determine this. It is recommended to
follow an Electrical Preventive Maintenance Program as described in NFPA 70B: Recommended practice for
Electrical Equipment.
THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY NOT COVER ALL DETAILS OR VARIATIONS OF THIS PRODUCT FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT OR INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.
SHOULD FURTHER INFORMATION NOT COVERED BY THESE INSTRUCTIONS BE REQUIRED, PLEASE CONTACT LARSON ELECTRONICS BY EMAIL AT
SALES@LARSONELECTRONICS.COM OR BY PHONE AT 1-800-369-6671 FOR FURTHER ASSISTANCE.
PLEASE VISIT LARSONELECTRONICS.COM FOR WARRANTY AND RETURN INFORMATION.

Larson Electronics, LLC

Phone: (800) 369-6671

Fax: (903) 498-3364
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